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Title: Busines Intelligence Assistant
Home Country: United States

Why RIT and Saunders College of
Business?
I choose RIT for my MBA after obtaining a
marketing undergraduate degree from RIT,
because Saunders has professors that live
to make sure their student thrive in the real
world. The technological advantages that

were presented to me though my entire college education set me up to exceed what was expected by my

Kenneth Radzyminski
“Outside of the classroom, I was able to collaborate

My job, and the organization as a whole, thrives in a start-up-type atmosphere, so the idea creation,

with students from multiple colleges and

development, and management skills I learned at Saunders, along with multiple software programs to

educational backgrounds to give a more realistic

organize and manage large amounts of data, really prepared me for my current position. Much of what I

approach to real world application.”

learned during my MBA prepared me beyond what was expected by my employer, ultimately setting me
up for great success.

What is the distinctive advantage you gained from your RIT experience?
The technological advantage. The experience I gained from being taught and having access to software,
specifically Tableau Software, was what ultimately sealed my opportunity to work for this organization.

Would you recommend RIT to other students?:
The best part of my RIT experience was the professors going out of their way to obtain and present
additional information than what was needed to excel in the class. The culture was focused on learning
and providing the most relevant and best information to prepare me for the real world.

The Cleveland Cavaliers, also known as the Cavs,
are an American professional basketball team
based in Cleveland, Ohio. The Cavaliers compete
in the National Basketball Association (NBA), as a
member of the league’s Eastern Conference Central

Find This Student On LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/kradzyminski

			

career
DAY ONE ready
•

•

•

Strong industry connections, 		
offering real world experiences in
and outside of the classroom
Among the world’s oldest and
largest cooperative educational
programs
94% placement rates

enterprising
DAY ONE mindset

Division.

DAY ONE stand out

DAY ONE connected

•

Pioneering Biz 1-2 program

•

#1 student innovation center, 		
Venture Creations Incubator, and
over 200 clubs to join

Over 80 minors available at all
9 RIT colleges

•

•

Small class sizes, 100% taught
by faculty

•

Nationally recognized STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Math) programs

•

Low student to faculty ratios, and
highly accessible faculty

•

Plugged into over 118,000 RIT
alumni and large university 		
resources

•

Ranked #21 nationally for 		
entrepreneurship

•

Students develop unique personal
brands that employers seek

saunders.rit.edu

In what ways did Saunders prepare you for your job?

Saunders College of Business

employers, and give me the tools to continue learning on my own.

